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In this lesson, students will not only learn about why mosquitos buzz in peoples' ears, but they will also learn...

- how to evaluate the accuracy of information
- how to evaluate the reliability of sources
- to understand cause and effect relationships
- how to examine problems and possible solutions from multiple perspectives
- how to apply reading skills and strategies for comprehension
- how to analyze and evaluate fictional stories from a variety of cultures and times

This instructional lesson has four components.

1. **Information** related to folktales, their purpose and why they are important to learn about today. (slides 3 and 5)

2. A **cause and effect game** that reinforces the key story elements. (slides 6 through 31)

3. A **writing activity** that extends the story and provides students with an opportunity to become a storyteller in their own right! (slides 32-36)

4. **Two additional ideas** for extending the lesson and learning by using Web 2.0 tools.
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Enduring Understandings

>A plot has a series of actions from beginning of problem through to solution.

>Many stories have underlying messages.

>Fictional stories often embrace cultural ideas.

Essential Questions

>What are the causes and effects of the problem in this folktale example?

>What is the moral of this literary selection?

>How is the African American culture represented in this folktale?
Folktales

A folktales is a story that is passed down through generations by word of mouth. The stories rarely ended with the words "and they all lived happily ever after". Usually the stories taught a lesson, and often, the character learned that lesson the hard way.

Storytellers retell folktales, adding their own personal touches to entertain listeners and to teach a moral, or lesson. Myths, tall tales, legends, fables, and fairy tales are all folktales.
**Folktales**

Common elements found in folktales are:

**Setting**: The setting is where the story takes place. It can be an actual place that exists or an imaginary place.

**Characters and conflict**: Characters in folktales can be people or talking animals who sometime have exaggerated or magical abilities. The conflicts are usually everyday problems that regular people might experience.

**Style**: The style of a folktale is informal and conversational.

**Theme**: The theme of a folktale, or the folktale's moral, is a lesson about human nature from which listeners or readers can learn.
The Cause and Effect Game

Teacher Notes:

The next series of slides provide students with an opportunity to identify the cause and effect factors related to the story conflict.

**Students touch/tap** the choice they feel is the right answer and get instant feedback that they are correct and should continue or to try again.

**Note:** the SMARTBoard **advance arrow should not be used** during this game. Students must touch/tap to play and proceed through the series of slides.
Mosquito told Iguana about the yams.  
What was the effect?

Iguana put sticks in his ears.

Iguana won't wake the sun.

Iguana spreads the alarm.
Yahoo!
You excel at cause and effect!

Keep Going!
click here
Oops!
Try again!

Go
Back!
click here
Iguana did not speak to snake.

What was the effect?

Snake fell in the nest and owlet was killed.

Snake calls to monkey.

Snake went into rabbit's hole.
Yahoo!
You excel at cause and effect!

Keep Going!
click here
Oops!
Try again!
Crow saw rabbit running for her life.

What was the effect?

Crow put sticks in his ears.

Crow won't wake the sun.

Crow spreads the alarm.
Yahoo!
You excel at cause and effect!

Keep Going!
click here
Oops! 
Try again!

Go Back!
click here
Monkey hears crow crowing loudly.
What was the effect?

Monkey fell in the nest and killed owlet.

Monkey went into rabbit's hole.

Monkey spreads the alarm.
Yahoo!
You excel at cause and effect!

Keep Going!
click here
Oops!
Try again!

Go Back!
click here
Mother Owl is sad.

What was the effect?

Mother Owl fell in the nest and killed owlet.

Mother Owl spreads the alarm.

Mother Owl won't wake the sun.
Yahoo!
You excel at cause and effect!

Keep Going!
click here
Oops!
Try again!

Go Back!
click here
Iguana misses the meeting.

What's the cause?

Python says Iguana is mad at him.

Iguana has sticks in his ears.

To this day, mosquito still buzzes in people's ears.
Yahoo!
You excel at cause and effect!

Keep Going!
click here
Oops!
Try again!

Go Back!
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Sticks are removed and Iguana says Mosquito annoyed him.

What was the cause?

Python says Iguana is mad at him.

Iguana has sticks in his ears.

Monkey blames crow.
Yahoo!
You excel at cause and effect!

Keep Going!
click here
Oops! Try again!

Go Back!
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Mosquito gets an honest answer:  

**SLAP**

What was the cause?

To this day, mosquito still buzzes in people's ears.

Iguana has sticks in his ears.

Rabbit blames python.
Yahoo!
You excel at cause and effect!

Keep Going!
click here
Oops!
Try again!

Go Back!
 click here
Thanks for Playing the Cause and Effect Game!

There is still more fun learning ahead!
Keep Going...

I don’t think these guys learned about cause and effect!
Learning How to Write Folktales

**Teacher Notes:**

1. Ask each child to **add another jungle character** to the folktale.

2. Each child must **write out the dialogue** reflecting what the character would say and do.

3. On a separate sheet of paper, ask students to **illustrate their character** in action!

4. **Scan** the students' illustrations and **type** in their stories on the next slides.

**Tech Tip:** To add more slides with the background image, right click on the slide and clone the page as many times as you have students.

**Teaching Tip 1:** You may want to print these student illustrations and folktales to compile into a class book.

**Teaching Tip 2:** You could also share with parents during an Open House event by projecting their children's work using your whiteboard technology for demonstrating ways in which you are meeting the **National Technology Standards** in your classroom.
Student Author: ______________________

<Enter the text here of the student's story.>

<Insert the scanned illustration here.>
Student Author: ______________________

<Enter the text here of the student's story.>

<Insert the scanned illustration here.>
Student Author: ______________________

<Enter the text here of the student's story.>

<Insert the scanned illustration here.>
Student Author: ______________________

<Enter the text here of the student's story.>

<Insert the scanned illustration here.>
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Making a CCC! Slide Show

Teacher Notes:

Once your students have each created a page on the background of the SMARTBoard slide, save as an image file by using the Export feature in SMARTBoard (File>Export>Image File) and putting the images into the free version of PHOTODEX ProShow slide show software. Save as an .mp4 file and upload into your CCC! system using the software features in CCC!

You'll be surprised at how your students will want to see their folktales come alive as a movie forever!

Click on the icon below to go to PHOTODEX ProShow website.
Beyond the Lesson

Teacher Notes:

It is always fun to do creative projects combining younger students with older "buddy" students. This lesson on folktales is perfect for extending beyond this lesson to include older students who can use the Web 2.0 tool iEARN Collaboration Centre website to work with other students around world sharing information on the topic of folktales.

To go to this great resource, click the icon below.
Teacher Notes About Copyright

Throughout this lesson you might have noticed the 2011 Copyright New Dimension Media tag. The meaning of this tag is important for you to understand in terms of your use in upholding copyright law.

1. You cannot distribute this lesson plan beyond your school boundaries.

2. Film producers receive royalties on their work and distributing these lessons outside of this agreement means they will not receive remuneration for their work.

3. If you enjoy high-quality media content, then you will want film producers to keep producing. This will only happen if they receive the royalties they have agreed to in their contract which, in turn, allows educational companies like us to extend high-quality media content to our customers.

4. Copyright law also covers the images in this lesson. These cannot be re-purposed and distributed outside of this lesson. Doing so does break copyright law.

5. We are required to say this in legal terms so our legal disclaimer is below:

License to Use Lesson Plan and Content: NDM hereby grants to the Approved Teacher a non-exclusive, non-transferable license to display and use the content, images and methods included in this Lesson Plan. The license also applies to other Teachers in the Approved Teacher’s school District only. This Lesson Plan cannot be distributed or sold outside the Approved Teacher’s District.

Restrictions on Use: Teachers shall not make or distribute unauthorized copies of the content, images or methods included in this Lesson Plan. Unauthorized use or distribution of content at unlicensed sites is a violation of intellectual property rights and subject to additional fees and charges.

Trademarks and Copyrights: New Dimension Media, CCC! (Core Curriculum Content!) and other trademarks contained in the content and Lesson Plan are the trademarks of NDM. Third party trademarks, trade names, product names, logos, images, copyrights or other proprietary notices, legends, symbols or labels in the content and Lesson Plan are the property of their owners. The license to use this Lesson Plan does not authorize Teachers or students to use the names, trademarks or copyrights of NDM or its licensors or third parties except as set forth herein.
We Value Your Opinion!

We hope you enjoy using this lesson with your students. If you have an idea or suggestion on how we may improve this lesson, we would love to hear from you!

Please use the Contact Us page of the Connection site to provide us with your valuable feedback. When commenting on this lesson, please refer to the title of the lesson in your comment.

You will hear back from us and maybe even see your suggestions incorporated in a new version of this lesson plan!

Don't forget to also follow us daily on Facebook and Twitter for more great instructional ideas.

We hope you come back again for more great interactive lesson plans made especially for you and your students. Have fun boosting student achievement at your school!

Sincerely,

The New Dimension Media Instructional Design Team